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Moderato

Though dreams are

sweet and bright are fairy fancies,
There is a fairy-land in earth-ly

life:
The humblest man can have his own romances,
And share at
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home a kingdom with a wife; The visions

pass as breaks a rainbow bubble, When from your

stringendo

hand it vanished in the air; At home is

peace that fortune cannot trouble, The hearts you love are waiting for you

Castles in the Air

H. 18559
Valse lente

castles in the air above you ever vanish

as you roam; here on earth are hearts to love you, happiness is

cresc.

as you roam; here on earth are hearts to love you, happiness is

cresc.
here at home.

Vivo

Tempo I

Though life is hard, yet meet the days with

laughter, A merry heart has always songs to

sing: If nights are dark, there's golden morning after And winter's
snow will make the flowers of Spring: The earth is old and yet is ever joyous, Though every year she feels the winter's spell: Let us forget the worries that annoy us, Laugh on and love and all will yet be well. Castles in the air above you Ever vanish

Valse lente
as you roam; Here on earth are hearts to love you, Happiness is
here at home. Castles in the air above you Ever vanish
as you roam; Here on earth are hearts to love you, Happiness is
here at home. Vivo
Castles in the Air
THE GLOW-WORM.  Piano Solo 2/-  Net

(Glühwürmchen.)
SONG

from the Operetta "LYSISTRATA"

Music by

PAUL LINCKE.

Words by
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Tempo di Gavotte.

PIANO.

When the night falls silently, the night falls silently, on forests

"Little glowworm, tell me pray, oh glowworm, tell me pray, how did you

dreaming.  Lovers wander forth to see, they wander

kin - dle  Lamps that by the break of day, that by the

forth to see the bright stars gleam - ing.  And lest they should

break of day must fade and dwindle!"  Ah, this se - cret.
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